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SUMMARY

The SecY/Sec61 translocon complex, located in the
endoplasmic reticulum membrane of eukaryotes
(Sec61) or the plasma membrane of prokaryotes
(SecY), mediates the transmembrane secretion or
insertion of nascent proteins. Mutations that permit
the secretion of nascent proteins with defective sig-
nal sequences (Prl-phenotype), or interfere with the
transmembrane orientation of newly synthesized
protein segments, can affect protein topogenesis.
The crystallographic structure of SecYEb from Meth-
anococcus jannaschii revealed widespread distri-
bution of mutations causing topogenesis defects,
but not their molecular mechanisms. Based upon
prolonged molecular dynamics simulations of wild-
type M. jannaschii SecYEb and an extensive
sequence-conservation analysis, we show that
the closed state of the translocon is stabilized by
hydrogen-bonding interactions of numerous highly
conserved amino acids. Perturbations induced by
mutation at various locations are rapidly relayed to
the plug segment that seals the wild-type closed-
state translocon, leading to displacement and
increased hydration of the plug.

INTRODUCTION

Proteins destined for secretion across or insertion into the endo-

plasmic reticulum of eukaryotes must pass from the ribosome

through the Sec61 translocon complex (Rapoport, 2007) where

the decision to secrete or insert is made, based largely on

biophysical principles (White and Von Heijne, 2008; Jaud et al.,

2009). The equivalent and highly homologous SecY complex

serves the same function in the plasma membrane of prokary-

otes. But, unlike eukaryotes, nascent proteins in bacteria follow

two pathways. Membrane proteins are inserted cotranslationally

as for eukaryotes, but most secreted proteins are transported

through SecY posttranslationally by the SecA ATPase, which
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receives unfolded proteins from the versatile SecB chaperone

(Randall and Hardy, 2000). Targeting of proteins to the SecY

pathway is generally encoded either by a cleavable N-terminal

signal sequence on secreted proteins or by the first hydrophobic

transmembrane (TM) segment (signal anchor) of membrane

proteins. Prl (protein localization) mutations destabilize SecY to

allow secretion of proteins with defective or absent signal

sequences (Emr and Hanley-Way, 1981; Mori et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2005). The recently discovered correspondence between

mutations that cause prl phenotypes in yeast, and mutations

that cause an increased translocation of the more positively

charged end of signal anchors, was interpreted to suggest

a role for the timely displacement of the plug segment that seals

the translocon in its closed state (Junne et al., 2007). In order to

understand the mechanism by which specific mutations can

cause translocation defects, we have carried out extensive

molecular dynamics simulations of the wild-type and mutant

SecYEb translocons from Methanococcus jannaschii (Van den

Berg et al., 2004) embedded in lipid bilayers.

Although an exact understanding of how the translocon opens

is lacking, it is believed that the transmembrane segments TM2

and TM7 of SecY (Figures 1A and 1B) act as a gate that opens

laterally to release hydrophobic protein segments into the lipid

membrane (Plath et al., 1998; Van den Berg et al., 2004; Du Ples-

sis et al., 2009) and that the small plug domain (Figures 1A–1E) is

displaced (Tam et al., 2005). Protein flexibility and significant

conformational changes must be critical for the functioning of

the translocon, because locking the translocon in particular

conformational states has significant effects on function (Tam

et al., 2005; Du Plessis et al., 2009). Changes in the preferred

conformation of SecY (Mori et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2005) and

a relaxed SecYEb association (Duong and Wickner, 1999) have

been proposed to explain why prl mutations broaden the speci-

ficity of the translocon by allowing translocation of secretory

proteins with defective or absent signal peptides (Emr and

Hanley-Way, 1981; Mori et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2005). Struc-

tural instability of the plug region (Figure 1E) correlates with an

increased flexibility of the hydrophobic ring located above the

plug (Gumbart and Schulten, 2008).

TM segments of multispanning membrane proteins move

through the Sec61 translocon in a highly controlled fashion

(Sadlish et al., 2005) while achieving their proper orientation
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Figure 1. SecYEb in a POPC Lipid Bilayer

Loops C2, C4, and C5 correspond to loops connecting,

respectively, TM2/TM3, TM6/TM7, and TM8/TM9.

(A and B) Cutaway images of SecYEb viewed along the

membrane plane. Color scheme: SecY, green; SecE, light

blue; Secb, purple; gate helices TM2 and TM7, magenta;

water oxygen atoms, pink; lipid phosphorous atoms,

orange; lipid nitrogen, blue; lipid oxygen, red; and lipid

carbon atoms, cyan. Side chains of the hydrophobic pore

are shown as brown surfaces (the probe radius used was

1.4 Å). In (B), only lipid phosphate groups of a �50 Å-thick

slab containing the membrane are shown. In all figures of

the M. jannaschii translocon, the protein is oriented to align

the z-axis parallel to the membrane normal.

(C) The root-mean-squared deviation (rmsd; Å) of the

SecYEb Ca atoms relative to the starting crystallographic

structure. For simplicity, the rmsd is shown at intervals

of 10 ps.

(D and E) Overlap of 10 snapshots from the last 10 ns of

Sim1 taken at every 1 ns (ending conformation, green;

starting conformation, cyan). In (E), the hydrophobic ring

at the end of Sim1 is shown as a green surface. Flexibility of

the cytoplasmic loops and the C terminus largely contrib-

utes to rmsd values of SecY (green curve in D). The plug

segment (p) of wild-type SecY (Sim1) samples a relatively

restricted conformational space.

(F) Location of amino acids whose mutations were investi-

gated in Sim2 to Sim5.

(G) Summary of the simulations performed (Sim1 to Sim5).

The lengths of the simulations correspond to the uncon-

strained molecular dynamics trajectories. The average

values (±SD) of the Ca rmsd of the SecY TM region in the

last 10 ns segments of Sim1-Sim5 are 1.9 ± 0.2, 1.7 ±

0.3, 1.6 ± 0.1, 2.0 ± 0.1, and 2.0 ± 0.1 Å for Sim1, Sim2,

Sim3, Sim4, and Sim5, respectively (see Figure S1 for

rmsd plots of the mutant simulations).
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(Sadlish et al., 2005; Junne et al., 2007). The crystal structures of

the putatively open structures of bacterial SecY from Thermo-

toga maritima with bound SecA (Zimmer et al., 2008) and from

Thermus thermophilus with a bound Fab fragment (Tsukazaki

et al., 2008) indicate significant conformational changes relative

to the closed state of SecY from M. jannaschii (Van den Berg

et al., 2004). The crystal structures, however, provide little infor-

mation about the molecular mechanism that unlocks the translo-

con or how the translocon and the surrounding lipid membrane

couple during membrane protein insertion.

Knowledge of the structure and dynamics of prl mutants

should provide fundamental information on how the translocon

opens, because these mutants are believed to open prematurely

without the binding of a signal peptide (Mori et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2005; Junne et al., 2007). The premature displacement

of the plug in the mutants perturbs the electrostatic field that in

the wild-type translocon contributes to orienting the incoming

signal peptide according to its flanking charges; as a conse-

quence, defects in the orientation of the signal peptide may

occur (Junne et al., 2007). For example, the K284E mutation in

the Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sec61p causes a prl phenotype,

and an increased translocation of the more positively charged

end of signal anchors (Junne et al., 2007). How the K284E

mutation could cause premature displacement of the plug is

intriguing, because in the closed state of the M. jannaschii trans-

locon (Van den Berg et al., 2004) the distance between the cor-
848 Structure 18, 847–857, July 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All right
responding amino acid K250 (located on the cytoplasmic side

of TM7) and the plug is about 20 Å. The mechanism by which

the perturbation induced by the mutation is relayed to the plug,

and the structural events that accompany translocon opening

in the mutants, remains elusive in the absence of structural

information.

To begin to understand the mechanics of the opening of the

translocon in its lipid membrane environment, we combined

prolonged molecular dynamics simulations (Sims) with bioin-

formatics analyses to examine wild-type and translocation-

defective SecY mutants. The dynamics and hydrogen bonding

(H bonding) of wild-type M. jannaschii were investigated in

Sim1. The effects of mutations were examined in Sims 2–5

(Figure 1F). Sim2 was concerned with the effect of the K250E

mutation. K250, located at the cytoplasmic tip of TM7/L6-7, is

highly conserved. Replacing the corresponding Lys by Glu in

yeast causes a prl phenotype and enhances translocation of

the more positively charged ends of signal anchors (Junne

et al., 2007). In Escherichia coli, the Lys corresponding to the

M. jannaschii K250, K268 is in the center of the SecA-binding

hotspot (Robson et al., 2007). Because of the crucial role of the

gate helix TM2 in the insertion of TM helices into the bilayer

membrane, we examined in Sim3 the effect of switching off H

bonds that we hypothesized to be important in controlling the

dynamics of TM2 using the in silico triple mutant T72V/T80V/

R104A. The L406K mutant was studied in Sim4 in order to
s reserved
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examine the effect of introducing an H-bonding amino acid into

the hydrophobic pore domain. Replacing L406 with Lys in yeast

reduces the translocation of the C-terminal end of signal-anchor

peptides (Junne et al., 2007). The E336R mutation (Sim5)

increases the translocation of the more positively charged end

of signal-anchor peptides in yeast (Junne et al., 2007). Such an

effect on the translocation of the positively charged peptide

end was also observed in the case of K250E, except that

E336R does not cause a prl phenotype (Junne et al., 2007).

We identified an extensive H-bond network that interconnects

different segments of the translocon and stabilizes its closed

state. Most H bonds are highly conserved in all branches of life;

for some amino acids, including those mediating the interaction

between the TM2/TM7 gate helices, the conservation depends

on the organism. The network of H bonds apparently allows

rapid long-distance relay of structural perturbations. Perturba-

tions caused by mutations in remote regions of the translocon

are consequently relayed rapidly to the plug, causing its dis-

placement and increased hydration relative to the wild-type

closed state. Although the plug responds to all mutations

assessed here, the exact structural and dynamical changes

depend on the mutation.
RESULTS

The five independent sets of molecular dynamics simulations

(Sim1 to Sim5) (Figure 1G) consisted of the SecYEb heterotrimer,

475 palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipids, and

48,568 water molecules, for a total of 217,820 atoms (Figure 1A).

Coordinate sets were saved for analysis every 1 ps, following

convergence of the protein rmsd. All histograms and average

values were computed using the 10,000 coordinate sets of the

last 10 ns of the simulations. In all five simulations, we used for

the starting protein coordinates the native SecYEb crystal struc-

ture from Van den Berg et al. (2004). Although the limited time-

scale of our simulations may not have captured the full extent

of the structural changes induced by mutations, Sim2 to Sim5

are valuable for illuminating how structural perturbations may

be relayed throughout the translocon.

Dynamics of Wild-Type SecY in a Hydrated Lipid Bilayer
To mediate the secretion of soluble proteins and the membrane

incorporation of membrane proteins, the translocon must com-

municate with the aqueous and membrane environments,

respectively. The thickness of the lipid bilayer surrounding the

translocon could be important for the incorporation and orienta-

tion of the transmembrane segments of nascent membrane

proteins (Jaud et al., 2009), but wild-type SecYEb did not perturb

the lipid bilayer significantly in our simulation. The largest bilayer

perturbations were observed in the vicinity of TM2 (which dips

into the bilayer) and TM5, which extends into the aqueous bulk

(Figure 1B). We found that the cytoplasmic parts of TM2/TM7

are well hydrated (Figure 1A). The loop connecting TM8 and TM9,

denoted as C5 by Taura et al. (1994), partially occludes the trans-

locon on the cytoplasmic side (Figures 1B). The plug segment

sampled a relatively restricted conformational space (Figure 1E).

The TM region of SecY is rather rigid, with relatively small root-

mean-square deviations of the Ca atoms relative to the crystal
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structure (rmsd; Figure 1C). In contrast, the C terminus and the

cytoplasmic loops C4 (connecting TM6/TM7) and C5 are very

dynamic relative to the transmembrane region of SecY and

sample a large range of conformations (Figures 1C and 1D),

largely contributing to the rmsd of the SecY (Figure 1C). The

pronounced flexibility of these cytoplasmic loops and of the

C terminus may be required for function. C4 and C5 contain

amino acids important for cotranslational translocation in yeast

(Raden et al., 2000; Cheng et al., 2005), and for binding of

SecA to the E. coli SecY (Mori and Ito, 2006); C5 is required for

high-affinity binding of the ribosome (Raden et al., 2000). In the

SecA/SecY complex from T. maritima, loops C4 and C5 make

extensive contacts with SecA (Zimmer et al., 2008). The C ter-

minus of SecY interacts with SecA in E. coli (Mori and Ito, 2006),

and with the ribosome in yeast (Raden et al., 2000). The flexibility

suggested by our simulations may allow the C terminus and

loops C4 and C5 to sample conformations that facilitate produc-

tive interactions with their cytosolic partners. C4 and C5 flexi-

bility may also facilitate the opening of a path for substrate entry

into the cytoplasmic vestibule of the translocon.

A Network of Conserved Hydrogen Bonds Stabilizes
the Closed State of the Translocon
We identified more than 70 H bonds in the wild-type translocon

that we grouped into 10 clusters, six on the cytoplasmic (CP-1 to

CP-6) and four on the extracellular side of SecY (EC-1 to EC-4)

(Figures 2A–2C; see Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2 available

online). The H bonds interconnect different structural elements,

and one TM segment can be part of more than one H-bonding

cluster (Figure 2D). The detailed analysis of the dynamics of all

H-bonding clusters is summarized in Tables S1 and S2. System-

atic studies of the conservation of H bonds of translocons from

archaea, bacteria, and eukarya, discussed briefly below, are

given in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Of the 10 H-bonding clusters investigated, CP-6 (Figure 2B)

and EC-1 (Figure 2C) appear particularly important, because

they involve the lateral gate helices TM2 and TM7 to which the

signal peptide is thought to bind (Plath et al., 1998; Van den

Berg et al., 2004). CP-6 is a remarkably crowded cluster that

extends from the cytoplasm to the central part of the translocon

and connects the TM7 lateral-gate helix to TM9 and TM10

(Figure 2B); H bonds mediated by TM6-R230 further connect

CP-6 to SecE (Figure 2B; Figure S1B). EC-1 is the only

H-bonding cluster that bundles TM2 and TM7 together (Figures

2C and 2D).

TM2 and TM7 connect with each other and with TM3 (Figures

2C and 2D). In the crystal structure, the carboxyl group of

TM3-E122 is within H-bonding distance from the side chains of

TM2-T80 (2.7 Å) and TM7-N268 (3.0 Å), and N268 H bonds

to T80 (3.2 Å). In Sim1 and in another independent set of simula-

tions on the wild-type translocon, we observed H bonding of T80

to N268; E122 H bonded to T80 and N268, but also to W272,

which in the starting crystal structure is somewhat too far from

E122 for a H bond (4.4 Å).

The sequence analysis indicates that the H-bonding connect-

ing the gate helices TM2/TM7 and TM3 (cluster EC-1, Figure 2C)

may be specific to M. jannaschii and some other archaeal trans-

locons. Importantly, however, an interconnectivity of TM2, TM3,

and TM7 appears to be a general characteristic of the
847–857, July 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 849
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Figure 2. H-bonding Clusters in Wild-Type SecY

As the H-bond criterion, we used a distance of less than 3.5 Å between the

donor and acceptor heavy atoms.

(A) H-bonding side chains whose dynamics were investigated here are

depicted in black, purple, or cyan for the SecY, SecE, and Secb subunits of

the translocon, respectively.

(B) The H-bonding cluster EC-1 connects TM2, TM3, and TM7.

(C) The crowded cytoplasmic cluster CP-6 that includes TM7.

(D) H-bonding connectivity in wild-type SecY (for details, see Figure S2,

Table S1, and Table S2). Connections between two structural elements indi-

cates that at least one H bond between them is sampled during Sim1. Note

that Taura et al. (1994) denote the N and C terminus of SecY as C1 and C6,

respectively. Examples of H bonding interactions in the T. maritima and T. ther-

mophilus SecY translocons are described in Figures S3 and S4, respectively.

Known mutation effects of H-bonding amino acids are given in Table S3.
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translocons from archaea and eukarya; bacteria share an inter-

connectivity of TM2 and TM3. E122 is present either as Glu (56

sequences) or Thr (7 sequences) in the archaeal translocons,

as Gln in bacteria, and as Gln or Glu in eukarya (Figures 3 and 4;

Figures S5–S8). T80 is highly conserved in all organisms; N268 is

significantly conserved in archaea and eukaryotes, while W272

has moderate conservation only in archaea (Figure 3).

The sequences of translocons from archaea differ significantly

from those of bacterial and eukaryotic SecY in the TM7 segment

of the M. jannaschii sequence containing N268 and W272

(Figures 3 and 4; Figures S6–S8). This region of the sequence

is, however, critical for the proper function of the bacterial trans-

locons: in E. coli, the segment of the sequence corresponding to

the M. jannaschii W272 is rich in amino acids (V274G, I278S/N/T,

S282R, I290T, P287L) whose mutation affects translocon func-

tion (Emr and Hanley-Way, 1981; Sako, 1991; Osborne and Sil-

havy, 1993; Smith et al., 2005) (see Figure S5 for an alignment

of SecYs from E. coli and S. cerevisiae, and of SecYs whose

crystal structure is known). The crystal structure of SecY from

T. maritima (Zimmer et al., 2008) reveals an interesting array of

Ser/Thr amino acids along TM7 (Figure 4B). The hydroxyl group

of each of these Thr/Ser is involved in H bonding with backbone

carbonyl groups of other TM7 amino acids.
850 Structure 18, 847–857, July 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All right
The crowded CP-6 cluster contains H-bonding amino acids

whose mutations affect translocon function (Figure 2B; Table

S3) (Emr and Hanley-Way, 1981; Osborne and Silhavy, 1993;

Smith et al., 2005; Junne et al., 2007). H bonding of S255 with

S381 and S382 bridges the cytoplasmic tips of TM7 and TM9.

K250 and E416 H bond with each other and have additional

H bonds with E227 and R413/R420, respectively (Figure 2B;

Table S1). Mutation of K250 and E416 to Glu and Lys, respec-

tively, cause prl phenotypes in yeast (Junne et al., 2007). K250

is highly conserved as Lys/Arg in all organisms, but the majority

of sequences have Lys at this position (Figures S6–S8). The pres-

ence in most archaea and eukarya translocons of a Glu at the

sequence position corresponding to M. jannaschii E416

supports an important role of the charge and length of this amino

acid side chain, underscored by the prl phenotype and translo-

cation defects caused by its mutation to Lys in yeast (Junne

et al., 2007).

Long-Distance Perturbations Are Rapidly Relayed
to the Plug
Cysteine crosslink experiments indicate that the plug moves

toward SecE during peptide translocation, and that the move-

ment of the plug is a rate-limiting step of the translocation reac-

tion (Tam et al., 2005). Work with synthetic mimics of the plug

segment led to the proposal of a second periplasmic site to which

the plug would relocate upon translocon opening (Robson et al.,

2009). Locking the plug in the open state by crosslinking to SecE,

or in the F67C E. coli mutant, increased peptide translocation

(Tam et al., 2005). Site-directed mutagenesis experiments were

interpreted to suggest that the premature displacement of the

plug in prl mutants interferes with the orientation of the signal

peptide inside the translocon (Junne et al., 2007). The proper

location of the positively charged Arg amino acid(s) of the plug

segment could be particularly important in orienting the signal

peptide according to its flanking charges (Junne et al., 2007).

The molecular picture of how the plug opens and the structural re-

arrangements associated with its displacement are, however, not

clear. Another key question is how structural perturbations on the

cytoplasmic side arising from the binding of the signal peptide

and ribosome (or SecA) are relayed to the plug on the extracellular

side. Our computations suggest that tight coupling between the

plug domain and other regions of the translocon ensures that

translocon perturbations are rapidly sensed by the plug.

In wild-type SecY, there is H bonding between amino acids of

the plug, and between amino acids of the plug and the rest of

the protein (Figure 4; Figures S2H and S2J and Table S2). For

example, the hydroxyl group of T69 H bonds with the peptide

carbonyl group of R66, whereas the amide and carbonyl groups

of T69 H bond to T72 (Figure 4; Figure S2J). T72 also H bonds

with W59, and with the L70 carbonyl group. The H bond between

S151 and the carbonyl group of G74 connects TM4 to the

segment that links the plug to TM2 (Figure S2J). The plug also

contacts the hydrophobic pore through A64 (Figure 5A). These

interactions of the plug likely explain its sampling of a relatively

restricted conformational space in Sim1 (Figure 1E), and its rapid

response to remote perturbations.

The structure and interactions of the plug are perturbed in all

mutants (Figures 5–7). Although the details depend on the

mutant, the mutations perturb the location of the plug relative
s reserved



Posn T80 E122 N268 W272 T80 E122 N268 W272 T80 E122 N268 W272 T80 E122 N268 W272
Consensus (> 75%) T E N Q N N

SECY_METJA T E N W T E N W T E N W T E N W

arg R
lys K
asp D 6 6
glu E 56 22 44 122
asn N 48 72 3 1 23 142 95 3 191
gln Q 1 797 122 5 919 6
his H 32 1 2 33 2
pro P 18 1 18 1
tyr Y 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 3
trp W 19 1 5 2 5 22
ser S 1 433 6 28 3 1 1 462 3 7 1
thr T 53 7 1 348 3 58 129 3 2 3 530 13 61 3
gly G 6 14 1 2 1 1 2 21
ala A 4 26 15 2 2 1 2 4 28 16
met M 1 1 11 6 1 2 2 12 8
cys C
phe F 9 1 376 26 4 3 27 1 4 379 62
leu L 6 12 1 233 235 2 20 23 3 259 270
val V 1 7 8 30 98 1 7 8 32 112
ile I 8 9 1 99 462 2 2 115 9 2 101 586

gap . 1 3 7 7 2 2 3 3 3 9 10

ARCHAEA BACTERIA EUKARYOTES ALL
EC-1 EC-1 EC-1 EC-1

Figure 3. Conservation of H Bonding in the

EC-1 Cluster

In the table, ‘‘Posn’’ gives the amino acid in the

M. jannaschii sequence. ‘‘Consensus’’ indicates

the amino acid present in at least 75% of the

sequences, compared with the sequence of the

M. jannaschii SecY (‘‘SECY_METJA’’). ‘‘Gap’’ indi-

cates insertion/deletion mutations. The numbers

indicate how many sequences have a specific

amino acid at each of the positions investigated.

For example, in archaea T80 is found as Thr in 53

sequences and is replaced with Ser, Met, or Ile in

1, 1, and 8 sequences, respectively. Sequence

alignments for several pertinent SecY/Sec61p

sequences are shown in Figure S5. Conservation

of H-bonding residues for other H-bond clusters

are shown in Figures S6–S11. Complete sequence

alignments for archaea are shown in Figure S12.

The conservation analysis was generated accord-

ing to the Kyte and Doolittle scheme (Kyte and

Doolittle, 1982), in which amino acids are colored

from red (most hydrophobic) to blue (most

hydrophilic). We analyzed the conservation of

H-bonding amino acids in archaea, bacteria, and eukarya (78, 865, and 187 sequences, respectively). The initial list of SecY sequences was compiled using

the Pfam database (Finn et al., 2008). The complete alignments for all sequences are available on our web site (http://blanco.biomol.uci.edu/download/

Bondar_SecYE_align.zip).
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to the segment that connects to TM2 (Figures 5A and 5D) and to

the pore ring (Figure 5F). In the T72V/T80V/R104A (Sim3) and

L406K (Sim4) mutants, we also observe perturbation of the local

structure of the cytoplasmic tip of the plug, monitored as an

increased distance between the Ca atoms of T63 and S65

(Figures 5A–5C, 5E, and 5G). That is, although the details depend

on the mutation, the reaction coordinate for the movement of the
2
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Helices and of the Plug in the Closed State of the M. jannaschii

and in the Open Structure of the SecA-Bound SecY from T. maritima

(A) Snapshot at the end of Sim1 (wild-type M. jannaschii translocon).

(B) The translocon from T. maritima. In the crystal structure of the closed state

of the M. jannaschii translocon (Van den Berg et al., 2004) and in Sim1 (wild-

type), helices TM2, TM3, and TM7 are interconnected via H bonding (A)

(Figure 2C). In the open structure of the SecA-bound SecY (Zimmer et al.,

2008), TM2 and TM3 H bond via T83 and Q131, which correspond to

M. jannaschii T80 and E122, respectively. In both translocons, TM4 can H

bond to the extracellular tip of TM2 to the plug via a Ser/Thr amino acid.

Structure 18,
plug can be described as a loosening of the plug structure,

detachment of the plug from the interactions with amino acids

upstream in the sequence toward TM2, and displacement

toward the extracellular side.

Perturbation of the plug in Sim3 to Sim5 is associated with

increased dynamics of the R66 side chain: the distribution of

the location along the membrane normal of the R66 guanidinium

group is broader in Sim3 to Sim5 than in Sim1 (Figure 6). In Sim2

(K250E), the R66 guanidinium establishes new interactions with

TM5-Q180 and G177 (Figure 6).

Relocation of the plug away from the hydrophobic pore in the

mutants (Figure 5) is associated with an enhanced solvation of

the plug (Figure 7), which allows water molecules to enter the

extracellular half of the plug up to the pore amino acids. Unlike

in the wild-type (Sim1), the side chain of A64 at the cytoplasmic

tip of the plug is surrounded by water molecules in the four

mutants (Figures 5A and 7).

A direct comparison between the structure and dynamics of

the plug domains from translocons of different organisms is diffi-

cult due to significant variability in this region of the sequence

(Figure 4; Figures S5 and S12). Nevertheless, the detailed anal-

ysis of the sequences (Figures S5–S8) and the site-directed

mutagenesis experiments summarized in Table S3 support an

important functional role of the plug H bonds. T69 is highly

conserved in all organisms, and so is H bonding at position

Q60 (Figure 4A; Figures S6–S8); mutation of the amino acids cor-

responding to the M. jannaschii Q60 or T69 impairs translocon

function (Table S3) (Flower et al., 1995; Taura et al., 1994; Smith

et al., 2005; Junne et al., 2007). H bonding at T72 is highly

conserved in archaea and eukarya (Figure 4A; Figures S6–S8

and Table S3). In yeast, T63 is replaced by a Leu whose mutation

to Asn causes a prl phenotype and increases translocation of the

more positively charged end of signal anchors (Junne et al.,

2007). S65 is highly conserved in eukarya, and T63 in bacteria

(Figures S6–S8).
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Figure 5. Mutations Perturb the Structure

and Interactions of the Plug

(A–C) TM2, TM3, TM7, and TM10 the hydrophobic

pore, and the plug are depicted for the wild-type

(A) (Sim1), the L406K mutant (B) (Sim4), and the

in silico mutant T72V/T80V/R104A (C) (Sim3).

Amino acids of the hydrophobic ring are shown

as pink van der Waals spheres, and other selected

amino acids as blue.

(D–F) Time series of the distance between the Ca

atoms of S65 and L73 (D), S65 and T63 (E), and

between A64 and I174 (F) illustrate the perturba-

tion of the plug in the mutants. The average Ca

distances for S65:L73, S65:T63, and A64:I174 in

Sim1 are, respectively, 6.1 ± 0.2 Å, 5.5 ± 0.1 Å,

and 5.0 ± 0.3 Å, as compared with 5.5 Å, 5.1 Å,

and 4.8 Å in the crystal structure of (Van den

Berg et al., 2004). The average S65:T63 distances

in the K250E (Sim2) and E336R (Sim5) mutants are

5.6 ± 0.2 Å and 5.4 ± 0.2 Å, respectively.

(G) Close-up view of T63, S65, and L73 in L406K

(Sim4). T63 and S65 are also depicted in Fig-

ure S2J for the wild-type (Sim1).
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Dynamics of Translocation-Defective Translocons
The importance of the interactions mediated by TM4-S151

appears to be organism dependent. Although in yeast the

conservative mutation of S151 to Thr causes a prl phenotype

and increased translocation of the more positively charged end

of signal anchors (Junne et al., 2007), S151 is only moderately

conserved in archaea and eukarya, and is present as Thr in

most bacterial sequences (Figures S6–S8). In the T. maritima

structure of the SecA-bound translocon (Zimmer et al., 2008),

TM4-T168 (corresponding to M. jannaschii S151) is located close

to the extracellular tip of TM2 and H bonds to the carbonyl

groups of M80 and M164 (Figure 4B; Figure S3B).
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SecY:SecE and SecYE:lipid H Bonds
Participate in the Relay of
Structural Perturbations
SecE stabilizes SecY (Matsuyama et al.,

1990), and the two proteins form a

complex that can be purified chromato-
graphically in detergent (Brundage et al., 1990). Prl mutations

of SecY, but also of SecE, influence the way SecY and SecE

interact with each other (Flower et al., 1995; Duong and Wickner,

1999; Mori et al., 2003). A loosened association between the

SecY, SecE, and Secb subunits of the translocon in prl mutants

enhances conformational flexibility and makes the initiation of

translocation more efficient (Duong and Wickner, 1999). The

existence of a strong coupling between SecY and SecE is also

supported by the observation that a single mutation in the TM

region of the E. coli SecE (S105P) can compensate for several

SecY mutation defects (Mori et al., 2003).
6. Coupling of TM Segments, Plug, and

hobic-Pore Amino Acids

rlap of snapshots from Sim1 (wild-type), Sim2

), and Sim4 (L406K) depicted in green, purple,

ange, respectively. The side chains of the pore

cids in Sim1 are shown as a green surface, except

6 which is colored cyan. The side chain and Ca

f A64 are shown as black van der Waals spheres,

er Ca atoms in Sim1 as silver or green van der

pheres. H atoms are not shown.

change in the plug location and hydration (see

5 and 7) is associated with changes in the

cs of R66. The normalized number density of

anidinium group of R66 along the membrane

is depicted in green, purple, cyan, orange, and

r the wild-type (Sim1), K250E (Sim2), T72V/T80V/

to Sim5 the distribution of the R66 guanidinium
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Figure 7. Increased Hydration in the Extracellular

Half of the Translocon upon Displacement of

the Plug

(A and B) The wild-type translocon (A; Sim1) is compared

with the L406K mutant (B; Sim4). Color code used for

van der Waals spheres: side chains of the amino acids

forming the hydrophobic pore, mauve, except for L406

which is depicted in violet; side chains of S65 and A64,

green; water oxygen atoms, yellow; lipid nitrogen, oxygen,

phosphorus, and carbon atoms are depicted in blue, red,

orange, and black, respectively. For simplicity, hydrogen

atoms are not shown.

(C) Close-up view of the hydrophobic pore in the wild-type

(Sim1; green) and L406K (orange; Sim4). Side chains

of pore ring amino acids and A64 are shown as van der

Waals spheres; water molecules within 6 Å of A64 and

within 6 Å of L/K406 are shown as cyan and purple

spheres, respectively.

(D) Histograms of the number of water molecules within 6 Å

of A64 in the wild-type (Sim1; green), K250E (Sim2; purple),

L406K (orange, Sim4), and E336R (Sim5). The histograms

were computed with a bin size of 1.
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The analysis of H bonds in our simulations indicate that H

bonding likely contributes to the strong coupling between

SecY and SecE observed in experiments (Mori et al., 2003).

SecE amino acids K26 and E32 H bond with SecY (Figures 2B

and 8A; Figures S2B and S2I); this segment of SecE is in the

proximity of K250 (Figures 2B and 8A), and in the center of the

SecA-binding hotspot in E. coli (Robson et al., 2007). The impor-

tance of the H bonding of SecE-E32 is supported by the signifi-

cant conservation of this amino acid in all organisms (Figures S9–

S11). On the extracellular side, SecE amino acids Y60 and K62

are in a location where they can H bond with SecY (Figure S2I).

The increased translocation of the more positively charged end

of signal anchors by the yeast E382R mutant (corresponding to

E336 in M. jannaschii) was explained as originating from the

disturbance of the attractive interaction between the Glu and

the positively charged end of the signal anchors (Junne et al.,

2007). Our computations suggest that the E336R mutation also

affects the interactions between SecY and lipids and between

the plug and the remainder of the protein (Figures 5, 6, and 8B).

In the wild-type, TM8-E336 is part of an H-bonded cluster that

includes the cytoplasmic ends of TM2, TM3, and TM8 (Fig-

ure S2A). During Sim1, we observed H bonding of TM3-R104 to

D341 and E336 (Table S1). In the mutant, R336 H bonds to a lipid

headgroup, and R104 salt-bridges with D341 (Figure 8B).

Because TM3 and TM8 are part of other H-bonding clusters

(Figures 2C; Figures S2A–S2D, S2F, and S2G), the rearrange-

ments of H bonds of E336 can perturb the plug and be propa-

gated throughout the translocon.

The N terminus of SecY contains a helical segment flanked by

charged amino acids (Figure 1A; Figures S2C and S5). The

crystal structure shows K10 pointing somewhat toward the

extracellular side, the distance between the E9-Cd and K10-Nz
Structure 18, 847–857, July 1
atoms being 10.8 Å (Van den Berg et al., 2004).

In Sim1 and Sim3 to Sim5, K10 snorkeled

toward the cytoplasmic side and salt-bridged

to E9 (Figure 8C). In Sim2 (K250E), K10 remained

pointing toward the extracellular side and
formed a stable interaction with a hydrated lipid headgroup

(Figure 8D). Given the limited timescale of our simulations, we

cannot definitely identify a specific effect of the K250E mutation

on the lipid interactions of the SecY N terminus. It is important to

note that the structure and the orientation of the long N terminus

relative to SecY in the starting crystal structure (Van den Berg

et al., 2004) may be affected by the crystal packing conditions.

DISCUSSION

We have investigated the dynamics of wild-type and four mutant

translocons in fluid, hydrated POPC lipid bilayers. The TM region

and the plug segment are rather rigid in the closed state of the

wild-type translocon (Figures 1C–1E). In contrast, the cyto-

plasmic loops C4 and C5, and the C-terminal segment of

SecY, which interact with SecY’s cytoplasmic partners, are

very flexible (Figures 1C and 1D). The flexibility of these structural

elements may be necessary to facilitate productive interactions

with SecA or the ribosome, and the entry of newly synthesized

peptides into the cytoplasmic channel of SecY.

The rigidity of the TM region of the closed state of the wild-type

translocon seems to be due to the many H bonds that intercon-

nect various segments of the translocon (Figure 2; Figure S1).

Most of the H bonding amino acids of SecY are highly con-

served; for some of the amino acids, the pattern of conservation

depends on the organism (Figures 9A and 9B).

In the M. jannaschii translocon, the gate helices TM2 and TM7,

to which the signal peptide is thought to bind (Plath et al., 1998;

Van den Berg et al., 2004), interconnect with each other and with

TM3 (Figures 2C and 4A). Our sequence analysis suggests that

the interconnectivity between TM2, TM3, and TM7 is a general

characteristic of the translocons from archaea and eukarya
4, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 853
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Figure 8. Coupling between the SecYE Translocon

and the Lipid Membrane

The wild-type translocon structure (green, Sim1; A and C)

is compared to E336R (gray, Sim4; B) and K250E (pink,

Sim2; D).

(A) Snapshot from the end of Sim1 showing the SecE:lipid

and SecE:SecY interactions. Charged amino acids on the

cytoplasmic side of SecE, E336, and SecY amino acids

that H bond to SecE on the cytoplasmic side are depicted

as bonds with carbon in yellow, oxygen red, and nitrogen

in blue. Selected SecE amino acids are in italics. Lipid

headgroups (shown as van der Waals spheres) located

within 3.5 Å from cytoplasmic charged amino acids of

SecE are depicted with the carbon atoms in black, oxygen

red, nitrogen blue, and phosphorous atoms in orange; all

other lipid heavy atoms are in cyan. Note that E335 does

not interact closely with a lipid headgroup.

(B) In the E336R mutant, R336 H bonds to a lipid

headgroup.

(C and D) Lipid and protein interactions of the N terminus in

the wild-type (C; Sim1) and K250E (D; Sim2). In the wild-

type and in Sim3-Sim5, K10 snorkels toward the cyto-

plasmic side and salt-bridges with E9; in Sim2, K10 inter-

acts with a solvated lipid headgroup. Water molecules

within 9 Å of the Nz atom of K10 are shown as green van

der Waals spheres. The alkyl chains of a POPC lipid mole-

cule whose headgroup interacts with K10 is depicted in

brown.
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(Figures 9A and 9B). Translocons from bacteria, which lack the

amino acid corresponding to M. jannaschii TM7-N268 (Figures

3 and 4; Figure S7), could share an interhelical H bond between

TM2 and TM3 only (Figure 4B). In the crystal structure of the

SecA-bound open translocon from T. maritima (Zimmer et al.,

2008), TM7 is remote from the TM2-TM3 H bond (Figure 4B),

but TM2 and TM3 remain H bonded via TM2-T83 and TM3-

Q131 (T. maritima T83 and Q131 correspond to M. jannaschii

T80 and E122, respectively; Figure S5). Our observation that

TM3 mediates conserved H bonding with TM2 and TM7 in

archaea and eukarya, and with TM2 in bacteria, is consistent

with the important functional role of TM3 documented by exper-

iments on the E. coli SecYEG (Shimokawa et al., 2003).

The plug segment of SecY helps seal the translocon in the

closed state (Van den Berg et al., 2004) and displaces toward

the extracellular side when the translocon opens (Tam et al.,

2005; Robson et al., 2009). Our computations on the wild-type

and mutant translocons suggest a relay mechanism based on

H bonding and hydrophobic interactions that ensure that the

plug rapidly senses perturbations, even at remote sites in the

protein. In the wild-type protein, the structure and location of

the plug are controlled by H bonding between amino acids of

the plug, and between the plug and nearby amino acids (Figures

4 and 5G; Figures S2I and S2J). Through A64, the plug further

connects to the hydrophobic pore (Figures 5A, 6A, 7A, and

7C). TM segments 2, 5, 7, and 10, which contribute to the hydro-

phobic pore, participate in interhelical H bonding with other

structural elements of the translocon (Figures 6A and 2D). This

extensive interconnectivity likely explains the rapid propagation
854 Structure 18, 847–857, July 14, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Ltd All right
of perturbations from various sites of the translocon to the plug

observed on the timescale of our simulations. Perturbation

causes dislocation of the plug from the segment that links it to

TM2, movement of the plug toward the extracellular side, and

a markedly enhanced solvation of the plug amino acids (Figures

5–7, 9C, and 9D). On the timescale of our simulations, details of

the plug displacement and water interactions depend somewhat

on the mutant. For example, the largest dislocation away from

the linker to TM2 is observed in T72V/T80V/R104A (Sim3) and

L406K (Sim4) (see the S65:L73 markers in Figure 5).

Our proposal that conserved interhelical H bonds stabilize the

closed state of the translocon and contribute to long-distance

propagation of conformational changes places the translocon

among the membrane proteins in which the controlled breaking

and forming of interhelical H bonds is associated with conforma-

tional flexibility. For example, disruption of a highly conserved

interhelical salt bridge is associated with activation in the

rhodopsin family of the G protein-coupled receptors (Kobilka

and Deupi, 2007).

Lipid-protein H bonds have been shown to influence the local

structure and dynamics of the GlpG rhomboid protease (Bondar

et al., 2009). Consistent with the importance of translocon inter-

actions with lipids, the composition of the lipid membrane

surrounding the translocon affects the binding of SecA to Se-

cYEG (Alami et al., 2007). The computations on the E336R

mutant (Sim5) suggest that changes in the translocon-lipid inter-

actions (Figures 8A and 8B) can contribute to the effect of

specific mutations. It is also plausible that lipids influence the

SecA-SecYEG complex not only via the binding of SecA to lipids
s reserved
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Figure 9. Conserved H Bonds and the Relay

of Structural Perturbations in the Translo-
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(A and B) Conservation of H-bonding amino acids

(A) and of the H-bonding property (B). H-bonding

amino acids whose dynamics were studied here

are depicted as bonds colored in black, purple,

cyan, or blue if they are conserved (at least 40%)

in all organisms (black), in archaea and bacteria

(cyan), archaea and eukarya (purple) or only in

archaea (blue). See Figures S6–S8 for the detailed

frequency analysis.

(C) The many H bonds of SecY likely contribute to

the fast relay of structural perturbation to the plug.

H-bonding amino acids of SecY are colored in

yellow, SecE in purple, and Secb in blue. For

simplicity, only helices TM2, TM3, TM7, and the

plug are shown for the wild-type (yellow; Sim1)

and the T72V/T80V/R104A mutant (cyan; Sim3).

The hydrophobic pore amino acids of the wild-

type structure are shown as yellow surface (probe

radius is 1.4 Å). The side chains of A64, S65, and

L73 are shown as van der Waals spheres depicted

in orange for the wild-type, and cyan for T72V/

T80V/R104A. Notice the displacement of the

plug in T72V/T80V/R104A relative to the wild-

type as indicated by A64 and S65. Lipid heavy

atoms (cutaway view) are shown with carbon in

black, phosphorous lime, oxygen violet, and

nitrogen atoms in blue. Water oxygen atoms

(cutaway view) are shown as blue dots. H atoms

are not depicted.

(D) Cartoon illustrating the displacement of the

plug and enhanced solvation of the plug in the

mutants.
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(Breukink et al., 1993), but also via changes in the SecYEG local

structure and dynamics: SecE H bonds to the both SecY and

lipid headgroups (Figures 2B and 8A; Figures S2B and S2I).

The computations presented here give a glimpse into the

complex structural and dynamical response of the translocon

to perturbations that interfere with H bonding. Further changes

in the structure and dynamics of the mutant translocons are likely

to occur on a longer timescale. A systematic study of the long-

timescale dynamics of mutant translocons is necessary to derive

a set of parameters that describe fully the essential structural

features of the different classes of SecYEG phenotypes. Com-

bined with the bioinformatics analyses, the detailed assessment

of the translocon H bonds discussed here can also be used to

select candidates for further investigation with site-directed

mutagenesis experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

We used the crystal structure from (Van den Berg et al., 2004) for the starting

SecYEb protein coordinates in Sim1 to Sim5. Hydrogen atoms were con-

structed using HBUILD in CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983). The principal axes

of SecY were aligned along the x, y, and z directions using the VMD software

(Humphrey et al., 1996). The SecYEb complex was then embedded in the

center of a POPC lipid bilayer (475 lipid molecules) hydrated by 48,568 water

molecules; chloride ions were added for charge neutrality (11, 9, 10, 12, and 13

ions in Sim1, Sim2, Sim3, Sim4, and Sim5, respectively). All Asp/Glu amino

acids were considered negatively charged, and the Lys/Arg amino acids posi-

tively charged; the His amino acids, whose environment can be influenced by

the local electrostatic environment (Baran et al., 2008), were modeled in the
Structure 18,
Nd1 tautomeric state. The lengths of the bonds involving hydrogen atoms

were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (Ryckaert et al., 1977). The

short-range real-space interactions were cut off at 12 Å using a switching func-

tion between 8 Å and 12 Å. Coulomb interactions were computed using the

smooth particle mesh Ewald summation (Darden et al., 1993; Essmann

et al., 1995). We used a Langevin dynamics scheme to maintain a constant

temperature of 300K, and a Nosé-Hoover Langevin piston (Martyna et al.,

1994; Feller et al., 1995) to maintain the pressure at 1 bar.

The NAMD software (Kalé et al., 1999; Phillips et al., 2005) with the

CHARMM force field was used to perform MD simulations. We used the

CHARMM22 (MacKerell et al., 1998) and CHARMM27 (Feller and MacKerell,

2000) parameters for the protein and lipid atoms, respectively; water mole-

cules were TIP3P (Jorgensen et al., 1983). The reversible multiple time-step

algorithm (Grubmüller et al., 1991; Tuckerman and Berne, 1992) was used

to integrate the equations of motion with time-steps of 1 fs for the bonded

forces, 2 fs for the short-range non-bonded forces, and 4 fs for the long-range

electrostatic forces. During minimization, heating, and the first �1 ns of equil-

ibration, we used harmonic constraints of 5 kcal mol-1Å-2 for the protein, and

2 kcal mol-1Å-2 for water and ions, and for lipid molecules farther than z15 Å

from the protein; the harmonic constraints on the protein atoms were lowered

to 2 kcal mol-1Å-2 for the next �1 ns of equilibration, and switched off for

a subsequent �1 ns equilibration with harmonic constraints of 2 kcal mol-

1Å-2 on the water molecules and ions. All harmonic constraints were then

switched off. We used VMD (Humphrey et al., 1996) for trajectory analysis

and molecular graphics.
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